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Abstract: This article has task to inform a reader of uncertainties of measurement in laboratory of 
light. In the first part there are mathematical descriptions of different types of uncertainties, includ-
ing the methodology for their determination. The second part is focused in detailed description of 
standard uncertainties for measurement of the luminous flux, luminous intensity distribution and 
spectral power distribution. The last section provides practical calculations and results of standard 
uncertainties as an integral value or wavelength function. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Measurement of photometric quantities is not as accurate as measuring electrical quantities. There 
are outdoor photometers with uncertainty of measurement more than 20 %. Photometers with labo-
ratory quality are much more “accurate”, however they are very expensive and difficult in term of 
calibrations and maintenance. In order to evaluate results correctly it is necessary to analyze 
photometric measuring system in term of uncertainty of measurement. Moreover uncertainty of 
measurement of photometric system increases significantly in time. Thus laboratory measuring de-
vices need to be calibrated regularly and posted results should be related with uncertainty of meas-
urement. Laboratories providing uncertainty budget in their reports seem to be more reliable and 
prestige. In addition uncertainties of measuring devices are important in classification and selection 
procedure for every photometric laboratory.   

2. THEORY OF UNCERTAINTY 

Every measurement of certain quantity is resulted as a specific value. However, in many cases its 
accuracy is not known. In order to classify any measurement in terms of accuracy, uncertainty was 
defined. Mathematically speaking uncertainty represents an interval or space for three-dimensional 
quantity, where “true value” is located with certain probability. There are three types of uncertain-
ties. They are different in calculations and probability distribution.  

Uncertainty type A describes unpredictable events during measurement or its instability. Although 
photometric laboratories are well light-sealed, there might be unwanted reflections or light leakage. 
In some cases it is possible to eliminate these random errors. Nevertheless noise and instability of 
measurement contribute to type A uncertainty unconditionally. Type A uncertainty is calculated as 
a standard deviation of mean as followed:  
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Where  stands for the size of sample,  are the certain values of the sample, ̅ is the mean of the 
sample. Due to normal probability distribution this uncertainty only represents interval with true 
value with probability of 68.3 %. Thus it is not sufficient as a presenting result. In order to expand 
this interval, coverage factor is defined. For normal distribution and coverage factor  =  2 prob-
ability of measuring true value raises to 95.4 %. Estimating uncertainty as a standard deviation is 
the most preferable, however it necessary to have at least 20 measurements [1].  

Uncertainty type B involves system errors e.g. measuring device or system error. In comparison 
with type A uncertainty, type B is usually calculated from device measuring error, usually stated in 
product datasheet. However, it is important to know coverage factor used by a manufacturer. In 
photometry there are many errors e.g. photometer, spectral, cosine etc. Uncertainty type B is calcu-
lated: 
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Where  stands for maximum measuring error and  for coverage factor. For equal probability 
distribution coverage factor equals = √3. Uncertainty type C is combined from type A and B 
with help of simplified propagation error formula. However, it is necessary that both types are 
equally expanded, meaning they have the same confidence interval. 
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Generally it is recommended not to expand any uncertainty until the final uncertainty type C. As 
mentioned above this uncertainty has confidence interval of 68.3 %. Therefore it is necessary for 
practical reasons to expand this uncertainty with coverage factor  =  2. 

3. INTEGRATING SPHERE 

Integrating sphere is a photometric device especially designed for fast measurement of luminous 
flux of light sources and luminaries. With spectroradiometer included, it is possible to measure 
spectral power distribution, correlated color temperature and color rendering index. Standard un-
certainties are divided into uncertainties of measuring system and structural character. Uncertainty 
of measuring system consists of uncertainty of measuring device – photometer, calibration, correc-
tion procedure and instability of measurement.  

3.1. LIGHT NORMAL UNCERTAINTY 

In order to sustain certain uncertainty of measurement, it is necessary to calibrate system once a 
year at minimum. As a light normal was designated the quartz-halogen lamp with temperature of 
chromaticity of 2856 K. Light normal comes with datasheet including measured spectrum power 
distribution SPD and total luminous flux with certain uncertainty. Unfortunately the light normal 
luminous flux uncertainty is guaranteed only for short period of operational time, most often 20 – 
25 hours. In addition luminous flux in this period might drop by 0.3 – 0.5 %. Thus it is necessary to 
monitor operational hours and overall age of light normal. As light a normal it is used GE FEL 
1000W [2]. 

3.2. CALIBRATION UNCERTAINTY 

When calibration procedure is repeated, there might be minor differences in calibration 
files/curves. Thus it is necessary to evaluate mean value and uncertainty as standard deviation from 
several independent calibrations. Temperature inside the sphere and of the light normal should be 
the same and luminous flux should be stable. This uncertainty is wavelength – dependent. Due to 
halogen lamp with low UV radiation as light normal uncertainty rises near UV spectrum. The 
analysis of uncertainty of calibration is performed for every wavelength with 1 nm step. 
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3.3. CORRECTION UNCERTAINTY 

Preceding any measurement it is necessary to perform correction of optically non-active materials 
of the luminaire. First the luminous flux of the empty sphere with correction lamp on is measured. 
For purpose of correction an incandescent lamp is used. It is located inside the sphere behind the 
baffle. The second measurement is for sphere with luminaire off and correction lamp on. In this 
case it is chosen a luminaire with dark grey or black surface. As a result of these two measurements 
it is calculated a correction curve. However when correction curve is measured many times, there 
are differences in results. The difference even depends on timing the procedure. It is recommended 
to let correction lamp stabilize for 10 minutes. However even after that the luminous flux still 
changes little. Thus it is necessary to perform correction as fast as possible. When a few correction 
curves are acquired uncertainty is calculated as standard deviation with normal probability distribu-
tion [3]. 

3.4. COMBINED UNCERTAINTY 

In order to calculate combined expanded uncertainty of measurement for each wavelength it is used 
eq. 3. However, it is important to calculate with not expanded or all equally expanded uncertainties. 
The combined uncertainty of measurement for analyzed integrating sphere is showed in Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1:  Extended uncertainty of measuring SPD 

4. GONIOPHOTOMETER 

Goniophotometer is a photometric measuring system for measurement of luminous intensity distri-
bution. It is made from rotating parts, fixation unit for tested luminaire and measuring device – 
photometer. Luminaire under test is fixed and rotated in two planes in order to measure luminous 
intensity from different point of view. Scheme of goniophotometer is showed in fig. 2. Uncertain-
ties of the goniphotometer are following. 

Uncertainty of angular positioning is calculated from cosine error provided by manufacturer in 
datasheet. Moreover there should be specified photometer errors e.g. spectral, cosine or light nor-
mal. Next uncertainties have to be measured and calculated. Photometric law of distance can be 
used only for small luminaries at great distance from the detector. However when large luminaire is 
tested, photometric law cannot be applied anymore. Thus it is necessary to calculate “finite uncer-
tainty” from characteristic sizes of the luminaire and photometer optics and their distance. Next un-
certainty lies in orthogonality of detector to the luminaire. It depends on the angle β showed in Fig. 
2. The last uncertainty is type A of the instability of the measurement. It is recommended to meas-
ure one luminaire with the same conditions more than 100 times to eliminate random errors. Stan-
dard uncertainty is than calculated as a standard deviation with normal probability distribution and 
coverage factor  =  2.  
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Figure 2: Goniophotometer scheme 

5. RESULTS 

5.1. INTEGRATING SPHERE 

Integrating sphere is located in light laboratory at Brno University of technology Brno, Faculty of 
Electrical Engineering and Communication, Department of Electrical Power Engineering. Diameter 
of the sphere is 2.5 m and surface is made of barium sulphate. There are two baffles – one for cor-
rection lamp and one for spectroradiometer JeTi SCB 1211 UV. The power source for DUT and 
correction lamp is voltage-stabilized. Although uncertainty of SPD measurement is known, it is 
necessary to evaluate uncertainty of luminous flux measurement. Best suited method is Monte 
Carlo. In the following tab. 1 there is the uncertainty budget for measurement of luminous flux of 
Cool LED luminaire. 

Table 1: Uncertainty budget for measurement of luminous flux in percentages 

Uncertainty Symbol Type A Type B 

Instability Ua 0,20   

Light normal Ubn 2,00   
Correction procedure Ubc 0,81   

Calibration Ubk 0,64   

Light normal ageing Ubt   0,30 

Spatial nonuniformity Ubu   0,50 

Combined Ubc 2,32 

Expanded combined U 4,65  
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5.2. GONIOPHOTOMETER 

Goniophotometer is located in the same laboratory and it has distance of 11.5 meters from detector. 
As a detector it is used luxmeter PRC Krochmann RadioLux 111 class L. Luxmeter is fixed on the 
wall and aligned with laser-based measuring devices. For accuracy there are step motors with 16-
bits A/D converter. The uncertainty budget for Cool LED luminaire is showed in following tab. 2. 

Table 2: Uncertainty budget for measuring luminous intensity distribution in percentages 

Uncertainty Symbol Type A Type B 
Light normal Ubn 0,30   
Calibration Ubk 0,15   
Spectral - V(λ) filter Ubs   0,67 
Spectral of non-incandescent light sources Ubz   0,02 
Angular positioning Ubγ   0,32 
Finite dimensions Ubr   1,58 
Measurement of distance Ubl 0,05   
Combined Ubc 1,78 
Extended combined U 3,56 

6. CONCLUSION 

Estimating uncertainties in light laboratory is very difficult and time demanding task. Although meas-
urement in integrating sphere is very fast and reliable, there are a lot of uncertainties to estimate. Light 
normal uncertainty forms the most significant part of final uncertainty and depends on quality of used 
FEL lamp which should be traceable to laboratory which provided the calibration. Calibration and 
correction uncertainties are difficult to eliminate and their estimating is time demanding. Moreover 
correction uncertainty changes with different type of luminaire. As a referential it is recommended 
luminaire with dark grey or black surface. In case of structural uncertainties it is advised to take NIST 
recommendation [2]. The integrating sphere at Brno VUT has uncertainty of measurement of luminous 
flux = 4,65 %. The extended uncertainty of measurement on goniophotometer consists of uncer-
tainties of measuring and positioning system. The most significant part forms uncertainty of finite 
dimensions. It is recommended to estimate this uncertainty for maximal size luminaire fitting in go-
niophotometer. In case of low quality luxmeter it is necessary to evaluate spectral error of measure-
ment of non-incandescent light sources. The final extended uncertainty of measurement luminous in-
tensity distribution on goniphotometer at Brno VUT equals = 3,56 %. 
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